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ABSTRACT
Predator–prey interactions are among the main ecological interactions that shape
the diversity of biological form. In many cases, the evolution of the mollusc shell
formispresumablydrivenbypredation.However,theadaptivesignificanceofseveral
uncommon, yet striking, shell traits of land snails are still poorly known. These
includethedistortedcoiled“tuba”andtheprotrudedradialribsthatcanbefoundin
micro-landsnails of the genus Plectostoma. Here, we experimentally tested whether
theseshelltraitsmayactasdefensiveadaptationsagainstpredators.Wecharacterised
and quantified the possible anti-predation behaviour and shell traits of Plectostoma
snails both in terms of their properties and efficiencies in defending against the
Atopos slug predatory strategies, namely, shell-apertural entry and shell-drilling.
The results showed that Atopos slugs would first attack the snail by shell-apertural
entry, and, should this fail, shift to the energetically more costly shell-drilling strat-
egy. We found that the shell tuba of Plectostoma snails is an effective defensive trait
againstshell-aperturalentryattack.Noneofthesnailtraits,suchasrestingbehaviour,
shell thickness, shell tuba shape, shell rib density and intensity can fully protect the
snail from the slug’s shell-drilling attack. However, these traits could increase the
predation costs to the slug. Further analysis on the shell traits revealed that the lack
of effectiveness in these anti-predation shell traits may be caused by a functional
trade-offbetweenshelltraitsunderselectionoftwodifferentpredatorystrategies.
Subjects Animal Behavior, Ecology, Evolutionary Studies, Zoology
Keywords Genus Opisthostoma, Limestone, Malaysia, Borneo, Sabah, Molluscs, Gastropoda,
Rathousiidae, Diplommatinidae, 3D morphometrics
INTRODUCTION
Predator–prey interactions are among the key ecological interactions that shape the
diversity of biological form (Vermeij, 1987). Predation may drive the evolution of prey
morphology as prey forms that possess anti-predator characteristics increase survival
and are selected under predation selection pressure. Among the studied prey traits, those
of snail shells have been popular examples in demonstrating anti-predation adaptation
(Vermeij, 1993). Among the reasons for this popularity are the fact that the shell is a
conspicuous external structure, and the fact that its anti-predation properties may be
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interaction between predator and snail and the effectiveness of the anti-predation traits of
the shell can be studied indirectly by examining traces and marks of both successful and
unsuccessful predation on the shells (Vermeij, 1982; Vermeij, 1993). More importantly,
the predator–prey interaction and evolution can be traced over time because shells with
thosepredation marksarepreserved inthefossilrecord (Alexander& Dietl,2003;Kelley&
Hansen,2003).
The adaptive significance of shell anti-predation traits is better known for marine
snails than for land snails (Goodfriend, 1986; Vermeij, 1993). This does not mean that
land snails are less likely to be preyed upon in terrestrial ecosystems as compared to the
marineecosystems.Infact,theterrestrialecosystemisahostileenvironmenttolandsnails,
who face a taxonomically wide range of predators (Barker, 2004 and reference therein).
The fact that molluscs have diversified to become the second largest phylum on land after
thearthropods(Bieler,1992;Brusca&Brusca,2003),suggeststhatlandsnailshaveevolved
successful adaptations to deal with predation, and the evolution of shell morphology is
likelytohaveplayedanimportantpart.
Thelandsnailshellisasinglepieceofcoiledexoskeletonthatconsistsofseverallayersof
calciumcarbonate.Itsbasicontogenyfollowsastraightforwardaccretionarygrowth.Shell
materialissecretedbythemantle,whichislocatedaroundtheshellaperture,andisadded
totheexistingaperturemargin.Despitethisgeneralshellontogenythatproducesthebasic
coiledshellofalllandsnails,thereisagreatdiversityofshellforms.
Manyoftheshelltraitsoflandsnails(e.g.,whorlnumberandsize,shellperipheryform,
umbilicus, shell coiling direction, aperture shape and size, and shell shape, thickness and
size) are adaptive responses to abiotic ecological factors; by contrast, very few traits, viz.
aperture shape and size, shell size, and shell wall thickness, are known to offer a selective
advantagewhenfacedwithpredation(Goodfriend,1986).SinceGoodfriend’s(1986)review,
few additional studies have shown the adaptive significance of land snail shell traits under
predationpressure,namely,apertureform(Gittenberger,1996;Quensen&Woodruff,1997;
Konumu & Chiba, 2007; Hoso & Hori, 2008; Hoso, 2012; Wada & Chiba, 2013); shell form
(Quensen&Woodruff,1997;Schilthuizenetal.,2006;Moreno-Rueda,2009;Olson&Hearty,
2010);shellribs(Quensen&Woodruff,1997);andshellcoilingdirection(Hosoetal.,2010).
Conspicuously lacking from this list are protruding radial ribs and distorted-coiling of
the last whorl. These traits have been shown to have anti-predation function in marine
snails (Vermeij, 1993; Allmon, 2011), but it remains unclear whether the same is true for
landsnails,wheresuchtraitsarelesscommon(Vermeij&Covich,1978).Probablytheonly
land snail taxon that possesses both of these traits is the genus Plectostoma (Fig. 1E). Some
Plectostomaspecieshavearegularly-coiled,dextralshellthroughouttheirontogeny,similar
tomostoftheothergastropods.However,manyPlectostomaspeciesareunusualinhaving
a shell that coils dextrally at the beginning of shell ontogeny (hereafter termed ‘spire’),
then changes direction at the transitional shell part (hereafter termed ‘constriction’),
and finally forms a last whorl that is detached from the spire and coils in an opposite
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 2/29Figure 1 Predatory strategies that are used by Atopos slugs and Lampyridae beetle larvae to attack
micro-land snails—Plectostoma species. (A) Pteroptyx cf. valida (Olivier, 1883) larva, which was prob-
ably at its fifth instar, attacking Plectostoma laidlawi (Sykes, 1902) by shell-apertural entry. (B) Pteroptyx
tener (Olivier, 1907) larva, which was probably at its fifth instar, attacking Plectostoma fraternum (Smith,
1905) by shell-apertural entry. (C) Atopos slug attacking Plectostoma concinnum (Fulton, 1901) by
shell-drilling. (D) Atopos slug proboscis (marked with red outline) that was used for shell-drilling (the
proboscis was not fully extended). (E) A drill hole on the shell of Plectostoma concinnum (Fulton, 1901)
made by Atopos. (F) The appearance of the margin around the drill hole.
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 3/29direction (hereafter termed ‘tuba’; van Benthem-Jutting, 1952; Vermeulen, 1994; Liew
et al., 2014a). Similar morphological transitions during shell ontogeny are known for
other extant and fossil molluscs (e.g., Okamoto, 1988; Clements et al., 2008). In addition
to this irregular coiling, there is great diversity in the shell radial ribs of Plectostoma in
terms of density, shape, and intensity (i.e., amount of shell material in the ribs) (van
Benthem-Jutting, 1952; Vermeulen, 1994). Clearly, Plectostoma is a good model taxon to
improveourunderstandingoftheecologicalfunctionofbothoftheseunusualshelltraits.
So far, the only known predator of Plectostoma snails is the slug Atopos (Rathousiidae)
that uses a shell-apertural entry strategy to attack juvenile snails or uses a shell-drilling
strategy to attack adult snails (Schilthuizen et al., 2006; Schilthuizen & Liew, 2008).
In addition, we have also observed Pteropyyx beetle larvae (Lampyridae) attacking
Plectostoma snails using a shell-apertural entry strategy (Figs. 1A and 1B; File S1, Page
1: Table S1). It has been suggested that predatory behaviour within a taxon would be quite
conserved(Barker,2004andreferencetherein).
Indeed, the predatory behaviour of these two predator taxa are generally concordant
with that recorded from previous studies. Lampyridae beetle larvae use shell-apertural
entry to attack and consume the snail (Clench & Jacobson, 1968; Thornton, 1997:65;
Archangelsky & Branham, 1998; Wang et al., 2007; Madruga Rios & Hern´ andez Quinta,
2010, for details see File S1, Page 3: Table S2). Rathousiidae slugs are known to have
two strategies to attack and to consume the snail. Primarily, it uses shell-apertural entry
(Heude, 1882–1890; Kurozumi, 1985; Wu et al., 2006; Tan & Chan, 2009) and secondarily,
it uses shell-drilling when the opening of the prey is not available or accessible (Kurozumi,
1985;Wuetal.,2006;fordetailsseeFileS1,Page4:TableS3).
AlthoughsomeofthePlectostomashelltraitshavebeenshowntohavesomeassociation
withtheshelldrillingbehaviouroftherathousiidslugAtopos(Schilthuizenetal.,2006),itis
unclearhowexactlytheshelltraitshelpPlectostomadefendagainstattacksfromtheAtopos
slug and Pteroptyx larva. Direct observations and experiments on the interaction between
thePlectostomasnailsandtheirpredatorsareprohibitedbythepredators’ecology.Bothare
nocturnalpredatorsandtheyprobablyhideinthecracksoflimestonerocksduringtheday.
Hence,theyappeartobeverysensitivetolightandmanipulation.
Here, we attempt to reconstruct the predatory strategies of one of the predators, the
Atoposslug,againstthePlectostomasnailandtrytoempiricallyunravelanyanti-predation
function ofthe unusualPlectostomashell traitsthrough aseries ofexperiments, and direct
and indirect observations (hereafter known as “Tests”). We examined the effectiveness of
several Plectostoma shell traits, namely, (1) ribs on shell surface ; (2) shell whorl thickness;
(3) shell tuba; and (4) snail resting behaviour. These three shell traits and one behavioural
trait were selected because these are known in other snail taxa for having antipredation
properties against shell-apertural entry and shell-drilling behaviour by other predators
(see overview in Goodfriend, 1986; Vermeij, 1993). We examined the effectiveness of
the first three shell traits of Plectostoma against Atopos slug shell-drilling (Test 1); and
the effectiveness of the last two traits of Plectostoma against Atopos slug shell-apertural
entry (Test 2). Additionally, we investigate possible constraints in the development of
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 4/29anti-predation shell traits. Finally, we discuss the results of this study in the context of
predator–preyinteractionsandshell-traitevolutioningeneral.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ethics statement
The permissions for the work in the study sites were given by the Wildlife Department
of Sabah (JHL.600-6/1 JLD.6, JHL.6000.6/1/2 JLD.8) and the Economic Planning Unit,
Malaysia(UPE:40/200/19/2524).
Predation tests
Test 1: Plectostoma snails’ anti-predation traits against Atopos slug
shell-drilling behaviour
Study on predatory drill holes on the shell provide information about the predator’s
drilling behaviour (Kowalewski, Dulai & F¨ ursich, 1998). Atopos and other Rathousiidae
slugs drill a distinctive hole in the prey shells (Schilthuizen et al., 2006; Figs. 1E and 1F;
FileS1,Page2;Kurozumi,1985;Wuetal.,2006).Thus,thelocationandthesizeofthedrill
holeprovideimportantinformationaboutthedrillingbehaviouroftheslugs.Intest1,we
tested the effectiveness of the tuba and shell ribs by examining whether Atopos drill holes
onthetubaofthepreyshell(Test1a)andwhetherAtoposhaveatendencyfordrillingholes
between two ribs (Test 1a). In addition, we also examined the correlation between the rib
densityandothershelltraits,suchasribintensity(i.e.,amountofshellmaterialintheribs)
(Test1b),shellwhorlthickness(Test1c),andshellsize(Test1c)(Fig.2).
Test 1 (a)—Association between slug shell-drilling, and adult snail shell
tuba and rib density
Like in marine predator-snail interactions, where predators tend to drill a hole at
less-ornamented positions of the prey shell (Kelley & Hansen, 2003) we may expect Atopos
to drill its holes preferentially between shell ribs, rather than through them. Conversely,
if snail shell ribs are adaptive traits in the context of the slug’s shell-drilling behaviour,
we would expect the snail shell to have evolved more densely-placed, thicker, and more
protrudedribstodefendthemselvesagainstshelldrillingpredators.
To examine the association between shell rib density and drill hole position, we studied
Plectostoma shell specimens from museum collections collected from two limestone
outcrop, namely, Batu Kampung (5◦32′11′′N 118◦12′47′′E), and Batu Tomanggong
Besar (5◦32′3′′N 118◦23′1′′E). These two limestone outcrops support dense Plectostoma
populations, which show high variability in shell rib density. We selected museum
specimens that belongs to two samples (i.e., populations) from Batu Kampung (P.
concinnum, collection numbers BOR 1690, BOR 2196), and 9 samples (i.e., populations)
fromBatuTomanggongBesar(collectionnumbersRMNH.MOL330506;P.cf.inornatum:
Samples T29, T33, T34, and T45; P. fraternum: Samples T7, T21, T22, and T42; and P. cf.
fraternum:SampleT44).AllwerecollectedbetweenApril2002andJanuary2004.
Each of the samples consisted of Plectostoma empty shells collected beneath the rock
face where living Plectostoma individuals were also found. For each sample, shells with
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 5/29Figure 2 Flowchart shows experimental design for 8 research questions of this study. Bold text repre-
sents the respective tests for each research question; text bounded in each diamond shape represents the
predatory behaviour of Atopos; text bounded in each oval shape represents the Plectostoma shell trait that
was tested for their anti-predation property.
a characteristic Atopos drill hole were selected for analysis. We divided the shells into
two groups based on the drill hole position: (1) hole directly through the shell wall and
located between two ribs (hereafter BETWEEN RIBS), and (2) hole drilled through one
or two ribs as well as the shell wall (hereafter ON RIBS). The two groups were used
as the dependent variable, and were binary scored as (1) for BETWEEN RIBS and (0)
for ON RIBS. In addition, we identified three predictor variables that may influence the
slug drilling behaviour. First, the slug proboscis size, which was measured as the greatest
diameter (mm) for circular and slightly oval drill holes (hereafter HOLE SIZE). Second,
the rib density of the shell which was quantified as the total number of ribs on the shell
(hereafter RIB DENSITY) because all shells have a similar number of whorls (mean: 5.15,
SD: 0.35; File S2, Page 22: Table S2). Lastly, the random chance—the probability that a
hole was made in between ribs, which is related to the HOLE SIZE and RIB DENSITY.
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 6/29Forexample,byrandomchance,aslugwithanarrowproboscis(i.e.,lowHOLESIZE)has
a greater probability to drill a hole in between the ribs on a shell that has fewer ribs (low
RIBS DENSITY) because more rib spacings that are larger than the slug proboscis size are
available.Thus,wecountedtotalnumberofribspacingslargerthanHOLESIZE(hereafter
CHANCES).
We used a logistic regression to model the likelihood that the slug drills a hole either
BETWEENRIBSorONRIBSasafunctionofHOLESIZE,RIBDENSITY,andCHANCES
(i.e.,Predictedlogitof(BETWEENRIBS)=β0 +β∗
1 (HOLESIZE)+β∗
2 (RIBDENSITY)
+ β∗
3 (CHANCES). Our objective was to investigate the amounts of variance attributable
to each predictor variable. The analysis was done in R statistical package 2.15.1 (R Core
Team,2012)andtheRscriptscanbefoundinFileS3.
Test 1 (b)—Correlation between Plectostoma shell rib density and rib
intensity
In addition to rib density, it is essential to quantify the amount of shell material that
Plectostoma snails invest to grow thick and protruded ribs (hereafter we call this rib
intensity). However, we cannot quantify this from the same shell remains that we had
used in test 1(a) because the shell ribs of these specimens were heavily eroded. Thus, we
analysed rib intensity from 14 preserved Plectostoma individuals that were collected alive
fromthesamerockfaceatBatuKampungandTomanggongBesar,wheretheshellremains
werecollected(collectionnumberRMNH330508;T21(n = 3),T22(n = 1),T42(n = 2),
T 7 (n = 1), T 44 (n = 1), BOR 2991 (n = 3), T 33 (n = 3)). These 14 shells have different
ribdensities(47–138ribspershell),whichspansthebroadestpossiblerangeofribdensity,
andhavethemostintactribsontheshell.
We used X-ray microtomography (µCT) to estimate the amount of shell material that
Plectostomainvestsinribgrowth(Fig.3).First,weobtainedaseriesofX-raytomographies
of each shell with a high-resolution SkyScan 1172 (Aartselaar, Belgium). The scan
conditions were: 60 kV; pixels: 668 rows ×1000 columns; camera binning 4 × 4; image
pixelsize7–9µm;rotationstep0.5◦;rotation360◦ (Step1inFig.3).
Then, we reconstructed 2D grey scale images (i.e., cross-sections) from X-ray
tomography series with NRecon 1.66 (©SkyScan). The settings were: beam-hardening
correction 100% and ring artifacts reduction 20. Next, these 2D images were transformed
to the final half-tone binary images for each shell in CTAnalyser 1.12 (©SkyScan). This
was done by filtering out grayscale index <70. At this stage, each shell was represented by
hundredsof2Dcross-sectionbinaryimages(Step2inFig.3).
Each of these 2D images consisted of white and black pixels, where the white pixels
represent the solid shell material (shell together with ribs) and the black pixels are
background or lumen. When the series of cross-section images was analysed, the total
voxelswhichrepresenttheshellmaterialvolumecouldbedetermined.Hence,weanalysed
the volume of shell material from two datasets of each shell. The first was the original 2D
cross-sectionbinaryimageswhichrepresentthetotalvolumeofshellmaterialcontainedin
whorls and ribs (Step 3 in Fig. 3). The second was the volume of shell material contained
in the shell whorls only, after removal of the shell ribs from each cross-section image.
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 7/29Figure3 Proceduresusedtoquantifytheshellvolumeofmaterialoftheribsandshellwhorls(Test1b).
The latter was done manually by changing white rib-pixels into black ones in Paint
(©Microsoft Windows 7) (Step 4 in Fig. 3). After that, the volume of shell material was
calculated for both datasets with Individual 3D object analysis, as implemented in CT
Analyser 1.12 (©SkyScan) (Step 5 in Fig. 3). Finally, the rib intensity (i.e., amount of shell
material in the ribs) was calculated by subtracting the volume after rib removal from the
totalvolumewithribsincluded(Step6Fig.3).
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ribs.However,asthereisvariabilityintheshellsizefortheshellsthatvaryinribdensity,we
quantified a set of size variables of the shell (number of whorls, height, width, and volume
of shell material of the shell whorls after rib removal) and then checked for confounding
effects of shell size variables with the anti-predation shell traits. The results showed that
only one of the shell size variables, i.e., the volume of shell material after rib removal, is
significantlycorrelatedwiththeanti-predationshelltraits(FileS2,Page23:TableS3).
So, we also ran an additional partial correlation test between the same two variables
(rib intensity vs. number of ribs) after controlling for total volume of shell material
after rib removal, to account for confounding effects of the shell size difference. Pearson
correlations were performed in the two tests as all variables were normally distributed
(Shapiro–Wilk normality test, p > 0.05) with R statistical package 2.15.1 (R Core Team,
2012)andRscriptscanbefoundinFileS3.
Test 1 (c)—Relationships between shell thickness, rib number, and shell
size
We obtained 3D models (PLY format) of each of the 14 shells by using the original 2D
cross-section binary images that were obtained from experiment 1(b). After that, we
measuredtheshellthicknessofthelastspirewhorlbymakingacross-sectionofthedigital
3D models with Blender 2.63 (Blender Foundation, www.blender.org). We obtained the
shellthicknessdatafromthedigital3Dmodelsinsteadoftheactualspecimensbecauseitis
difficulttomakeacleancross-sectiononthistinyshell.
In order to assess if the prey invests more shell material in increasing the shell thickness
when it invests less in the ribs, we tested the correlation between shell thickness and
number of ribs. Similar to test 1(b), we also ran an additional partial correlation test
between the same two variables after controlling for the volume of shell material after rib
removal,toaccountforthevariabilityinshellsizedifferences.Inaddition,therelationships
between shell thickness, rib number, and shell size were explored. Pearson correlations
were performed in these tests as all variables were normally distributed (Shapiro–Wilk
normality test, p > 0.05) in R statistical package 2.15.1 (R Core Team, 2012) and R scripts
canbefoundinFileS3.
Test 2: Plectostoma snails’ anti-predation traits against the apertural-
entry behaviour of the Atopos slug
Unliketest1,testingtheassociationsbetweenthepreyshelltraitsandslugapertural-entry
behaviours is more challenging because this type does not leave a distinctive trace on the
prey shell after successful predation. One of the ways to assess the interaction between the
prey shell and predator behaviour is with a manipulative experiment. However, this slug
is very sensitive and hard to manipulate and thus sufficient replicates cannot be achieved.
Hence,weusedobservations(Test2a),indirectdata(Test2b),andasimulativemodel(Test
2c) to unravel the effectiveness of the shell traits against the predator shell-apertural entry
behaviour(Fig.2).
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shell forms
So far, we have not observed drill holes in Plectostoma shells with no tuba (Schilthuizen et
al., 2006; Liew T-S, unpublished data, 2013), and only once the slug was seen attacking a
juvenilepreywithoutatubabyshell-aperturalentry(Schilthuizen&Liew,2008).However,
wedonotknowiftheslughasapreferenceforjuvenileoradultprey.Thus,weconducteda
smallexperimenttocheckpreyagepreference.
Two Atopos slugs, with body lengths of 7 and 15 mm, were collected from Site A
(No. 7 & 8 in File S1, Page 1: Table S1). Each of the slugs was kept in a plastic box
(12 cm × 8 cm × 7.5 cm), which contained a piece of limestone rock and its temperature
andhumiditywerecontrolled.Theboxeswerekeptunderthetableinaroomwithopened
windowtosimulatethenaturalhabitatfortheslugsthatareactivenocturnallyandrestina
shadedplaceduringthedaytime.
Live P. concinnum individuals were collected from Batu Kampung for this test. For
each experiment, three individuals were placed on the rock in the plastic boxes. The three
preys represented three different shell forms (i.e., growth stages): (1) shell with no tuba
and peristome lip (juvenile, e.g., Fig. 4A: shells e–g), (2) shell with partial tuba but no
peristome lip (sub-adult, e.g., Fig. 4A: shells h–j), and (3) shell with fully grown tuba and
peristomelip(adult,e.g.,Fig.4A:shelll).Duringtheexperiment,theinteractionsbetween
predator and prey were checked every 3 h to minimise the disturbance to the organisms.
Each experiment ended after the slug was observed inactive (i.e., hiding under the rock)
and at least one of the prey was consumed. After that, the three prey shells were removed
forfurtheranalysis,andreplacedwithanotherthreelivingsnailstostartanewexperiment.
We ran nine such experiments, one with slug No.7 and eight with slug No. 8. After each
experiment, each of the three shell forms was scored as having either survived or died
(Specimens deposited in BOR 5657). Also, the shell of each dead prey was examined for
possible traces left by slug predation. In addition, we also estimated the predator’s attack
andconsumingtimefromthetimeintervalsbetweenthemomentswhenallpreywerelast
seenaliveandthemomenttheexperimentwasended.Aftereachexperiment,wecheckedif
allthreeshellformswereequallylikelytobekilledbythepredator.
Test 2 (b)—Effectiveness of resting behaviour of Plectostoma snails
against Atopos shell-apertural entry predatory behaviour
When a Plectostoma snail is resting or is disturbed, it withdraws its soft body into the shell
and adheres its shell aperture to the substrate. Thus, when the snail is in this position,
its aperture is not accessible to the slug, and for the slug to access the shell aperture, it
would need to remove the shell from the substrate. In this test, the ability of the slug to
manipulatetheadherentpreyshellwasinferredbyexaminingthedrillholelocationofthe
specimens used in Test 1(b). We predict that the sector of the shell facing the substrate is
lesssusceptibletodrillingbytheslugifitisunableremovetheadherentpreyshellfromthe
substrate.
For each of 133 shells, we recorded the location of the drill hole. We divided drill-hole
locations of these shells into four categories, which represent different sectors, namely:
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 10/29Figure 4 Shell withdrawal path analysis of Plectostoma concinnum (Fulton, 1901). (A) Animal with-
drawal depth at different growth stages of the shell. (B) Predatory path in the shell (red line). (C) Shell
ontogeny axis (blue line). (D) Determination of animal withdrawal depth and growth stage by using
photograph and 3D shell model. (E) Transferring information of predatory path and growth stage from
each shell to an adult reference shell.
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 11/29Figure 5 Analysis of the drill hole location on the shells. (A) Four different sectors of the shell whorls
divided with reference to the snail’s position when adhering to the substrate: Sector A—shell whorls
facing the substrate; Sector B—shell whorls facing the tuba; Sector C—shell whorls at the back of Sector
A; and Sector D—shell whorls at the back of Sector B. (B) Frequencies of drill holes found in each of
four shell whorl sectors are significantly different (χ2 = 22.1, df = 3,p < 0.0001). (C) The rib density
of the shells does not significantly differ among these four shell sectors (Kruskal–Wallis χ2 = 3.71,
df = 3,p = 0.29).
(A) shell whorls that face the substrate; (B) shell whorls that face the tuba; (C) shell
whorls opposite (A); and (D) shell whorls opposite (B) (Fig. 5A). Then, we tested if all
four sectors of shell whorls are equally susceptible to slug drilling by using chi-squared
test (goodness-of-fit). We also tested if the rib density (indicating prey defence), differ
amongthesefourcategorieswithKruskal–Wallisranksumtest(kruskal.test).Allstatistical
analysesweredoneinR2.15.1(RCoreTeam,2012)andRscriptscanbefoundinFileS3.
Test 2 (c)—Effectiveness of prey’s shell whorl morphometrics against
shell-apertural entry by Atopos proboscis
When a Plectostoma snail withdraws into its shell, part of the lower shell whorls are left
vacant.Wenamedthisvacantpartthe‘predatorypath’,locatedbetweenshellapertureand
soft-body withdrawal terminal point (i.e., between the endpoint of the shell whorls and
thewithdrawnsnail’soperculum).Inshell-aperturalentrypredationevents,thepredator’s
feeding apparatus would need to pass through the predatory path to reach the snail that
is withdrawn deeply into the shell. Hence, success of a predation event would depend
on the interplay between the morphometrics of both the prey’s predatory path and the
predator’s feeding apparatus. In this section, we quantified these morphometrics. Because
bothpreyandpredatortraitsvarythroughouttheirgrowth,weassessedvariabilityofthese
morphometricsatseveraldifferentgrowthstages.
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range of shell developmental stages (Fig. 4A, Specimens deposited in BOR 5656). Then,
in the field, we disturbed each snail with forceps so that the animal withdrew into the
shell. Immediately after that, the snail was killed with and preserved in 70% ethanol.
Afterarrivinginthelaboratory,wephotographedeachspecimentorecordthewithdrawal
position of the animal in its translucent shell. Then, we obtained 3D models (PLY format)
oftheseshells,basedon theX-raymicrotomography(µCT)techniqueasdescribedin Test
1(b),usingCTAnalyser1.12(©SkyScan).
After the 3D models were obtained, we extracted the whole predatory path from the
3D model of an adult shell (hereafter “reference shell”). This is the shortest possible path
when traveling inside the shell whorls from the aperture in the direction of the apex of the
adult shell (Fig. 4B). We also extracted from the reference shell the whole shell ontogeny
axis(sensuLiewetal.,2014b),whichrepresentstheentireshell’sgrowth(Fig.4C).Next,we
determined the terminal withdrawal point for each corresponding growth stage from the
photographsand3Dmodelsofthe11shells(Fig.4D).Afterthat,wecalculatedthedistance
of the portion of the whole predatory path which corresponded to the predatory path for
each the 11 growth stages, and plotted these predatory path distances on the ontogeny
axis (Fig. 4E). Then, we described the geometry of the shell whorls as a 3D spiral, in terms
of torsion and radius of curvature (Harary & Tal, 2011), which were used to explore the
geometryofthewhorlsalongthepredatorypath.
Then, we performed the morphometrics of the slug’s proboscis. However, we could not
obtain an accurate measurement for the length of a fully extended proboscis because we
were limited by the small number of Atopos specimens and the fact that the proboscis was
not fully extended in most preserved specimens. Nevertheless, we attempted to estimate
thelengthoftheproboscisbasedonthefollowingfactsandassumptions:(1)weknowthat
thedrillholesizecorrespondstoproboscisdiameter(Kurozumi,1985;Wuetal.,2006);(2)
we know the maximum and minimum sizes of the drill holes from Test 1(a) are 0.13 mm
and 0.33 mm, which represent the range of proboscis diameters of Atopos in Site A and
Tomanggong Besar; and (3) we assume that the dimension (i.e., diameter × length) of
our slug proboscis is similar to those published for Atopos kempii (Ghosh, 1913: Plate X)
(Figs. 6A and 6B). Based on this information, we estimated that the minimum and
maximumdimensionsoftheproboscisare0.13×0.8mmand0.33×1.7mm.
Finally, we overlaid the shell predatory path with the slug proboscis morphometrics
across the ontogenetic trajectory. We evaluated the growth stages for which the prey
shells are not susceptible to the predator’s shell-apertural entry, by comparing the
morphometrics for the prey predatory path with the predator proboscis. To do this, we
considered that the prey is safe from the predator when the distance of the predatory path
is longer than the predator’s proboscis length and when the prey’s radius of curvature is
smaller than predator’s proboscis diameter, so that the predator’s proboscis is too large
to enter the shell. However, we do not know to what extent the possible exhalation or
desanguinationwouldchangetheproboscisdiameterduringthesucking.
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 13/29Figure 6 Association between the predator proboscis morphometrics (pink symbols) and the prey
shell whorls morphometrics (black symbols). Green boxes represent the section of shell ontogeny (i.e.,
prey growth stages) that are not susceptible to Atopos attack by shell-apertural entry (i.e., predatory path
distance > proboscis length & whorl radius of curvature < proboscis diameter). The insets show the
simulation of interaction between slug proboscis and snail predatory path at three growth stages, namely,
a, f and l (see Fig. 3A). (A) Smallest predator scenario. (B) Largest predator scenario.
RESULTS
First set of tests: (1) Plectostoma anti-predatory traits against
Atopos shell-drilling behaviour
Test 1 (a)—Association between slug shell-drilling behaviour and adult
snail shell tuba and rib density
The drill hole diameters of the 133 prey shells varied between 0.13 mm and 0.33 mm
(mean = 0.230 mm, SD = 0.045, n = 133; File S2, Page 2–19: Figs. S2–S12).
Four of these (3%) had two drill holes, one on the tuba and another on the spire
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 14/29Figure7 AnalysisoftherelationshipbetweenthelikelihoodoftheslugdrillholeBETWEENRIBSand
the three predictor variables. (A) Proportion of the ribs spacings larger than HOLE SIZE for the shells
(boxplot) and the proportion of shells having holes in between ribs (red asterisk) for each RIB DENSITY
category. (B)–(D) Logistic curve showing the probability of the slug drill hole in between the ribs based
on (B) RIB DENSITY (i.e., total number of ribs on shell), (C) HOLE SIZE (i.e., drill hole size, which
represents the slug proboscis size), and (D) CHANCES (i.e., number of the ribs spacings that are larger
than HOLE SIZE).
(File S2, page 20–21: Fig. S13). The drill hole of 70 shells (53%) was made through the
ribs (ON RIBS), whereas the drill hole of the other 63 shells (47%) was made in between
theribs(BETWEENRIBS).Theresultshowedalogisticmodelthatwasmoreeffectivethan
the null model as follows: Predicted logit of (BETWEEN RIBS) = 10.448–11.316∗(HOLE
SIZE) − 0.095∗(RIBS DENSITY) + 0.033∗(CHANCES), (AIC = 83.382; χ2 = 109.63,
df = 3,p = 0; Fig. 7). According to the model, the statistically significant coefficients were
for intercept (β0 = 10.448, Z = 2.867, p = 0.001) and RIB DENSITY (β2 = −0.0916,
p < 0.0005;OddsRatio=0.91,CI=0.87–0.95).Thenumberofavailablespacefordrilling
inbetweenribs(CHANCES)andtheslugsize(HOLESIZE)werenotsignificant(p > 0.1).
In other words, the slug is less likely to drill a hole through the ribs on a densely ribbed
shell,andthistendencyisindependentofholesizeandchance.
Test 1 (b) - Correlation between rib density and rib intensity of
Plectostoma
Different Plectostoma species and populations exhibit high variability in the rib density,
ranging from 49 ribs to 154 ribs per shell. There is a significant negative correlation
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 15/29Figure 8 The graphs show the correlation between the number of ribs on the shell and rib intensity
before and after controlling for shell size. (A) Correlation between number of ribs on the shell and rib
intensity(r =−0.95,t =−10.74,df =12,p<0.001).Theribintensity(i.e.,totalshellmaterialofallshell
ribs in mm3) and the number of ribs were measured from 14 shells, which belong to several Plectostoma
species and populations that vary in rib number. The inset of four examples of shells. (B) The graph
shows the partial correlation of number of ribs on the shell and rib intensity after correcting for total
shell material volume (r =−0.63,t =−2.71,df =14,p<0.001). The group mean values are represented
by “0” on both axes.
between the rib intensity (i.e., amount of shell material in the ribs) and the number of
ribs of the shell (Fig. 8A; r = −0.95, t = −10.74, df = 12, p < 0.001; File S2, Page 22 and
24: Table S2, Fig. S14). Both rib intensity and number of ribs are strongly correlated with
theamountofshellmaterialsafterremovaloftheribs(= shell size)(FileS2,Page25:Figs.
S15 and S16). Nevertheless, after controlling for this, there is still a significant negative
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 16/29correlation between rib intensity and number of ribs on the shell (Fig. 8B; r = −0.63,
t = −2.71, n = 14, p < 0.001). These results indicate that there is a statistically significant
trade-offbetweenribdensityandribintensity,irrespectiveofshellsize.
Test 1 (c)—Variation of shell thickness of Plectostoma with varying shell
size and number of ribs
Different Plectostoma populations and species have different shell thicknesses, ranging
between 0.29 mm and 0.46 mm. There is a significant negative correlation between shell
thickness and number of ribs (Fig. 9A; r = −0.73, t = −3.70, df = 12, p < 0.005; File S2,
Page22:TableS2).Shellthicknessisstronglycorrelatedwiththeamountofshellmaterials
afterremovaloftheribs(=shellsize)(FileS2,Page26:Fig.S17).Aftercontrollingforthis,
there is no significant correlation between the shell thickness and the number of ribs on
the shell (Fig. 9B; r = 0.06, t = −0.192, n = 14, p = 0.85). Thus, larger Plectostoma shells
simplyarethicker.
Second set of tests: (2) Anti-predation traits in Plectostoma
against shell-apertural entry behaviour of Atopos
Test 2 (a)—Observations on predator preference for different prey shell
growth stages
Table 1 shows the snails of three ontogenetic categories that did and did not survive. It
indicates that the slugs prefer to attack and consume prey with an incomplete tuba or no
tubaatall(Table1;FileS2,Page27–29:TableS4,Fig.S18).Inallobservations,adultswitha
completetubaandperistomesurvivedshell-aperturalentry.
The predatory behaviour of the slug could not be observed directly because the slug
proved very sensitive to disturbance and light. Shells of consumed prey did not show any
drill-holes, which confirms Schilthuizen & Liew’s (2008) single observation that the slug
attacked the juvenile prey via the shell aperture. Furthermore, 11 out of the 15 predated
shells still had an intact operculum attached to the posterior side of the shell aperture
(Fig. 10). It is likely that it took the slug at least seven hours to attack and consume the
entiresoftbodyofjuvenileandsub-adultprey(Testno.12inTable1).
Test 2 (b)—Effectiveness of resting behaviour of Plectostoma snails
against Atopos shell-apertural entry predatory behaviour
Our data show that the four sectors of the shell differ in their susceptibility to drilling by
the slug (Figs. 5A and 5B; χ2 = 22.1, df = 3, p < 0.0001; File S2, Page 30: Fig. S19). Drill
hole frequency is highest in sectors A and B (both 35%), and lowest in sectors C and D
(18% and 12%, respectively). The high frequency of drill holes in sector A suggests that
the slug is capable of removing adult prey from the substrate. Prey shell rib densities are
not significantly different among the four categories (Fig. 5C; Kruskal–Wallis χ2 = 7.17,
df = 3,p = 0.06),whichsuggeststhattheslug’sabilitytodrilltheholeisnotinfluencedby
thepreyribdensity.
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 17/29Figure9 Thegraphsshowthecorrelationbetweenthenumberofribsontheshellandshellthickness
before and after controlling for shell size. (A) Correlation between the number of ribs on the shell and
shell thickness (r = −0.73,t = −3.7,df = 12,p < 0.005). The shell thickness (mm) was measured from
14 shells, which belong to several Plectostoma species and populations that vary in rib number. The inset
of four examples of shells. (B) The graph shows the partial correlation of number of the ribs on the shell
and shell thickness after correcting for total shell material volume (r = 0.06,t = 0.19,df = 14,p = 0.85).
The group mean values are represented by “0” on both axes.
Test 2 (c)—Effectiveness of shell morphometrics against shell-apertural
entry by the Atopos proboscis
Radius of curvature (a proxy for whorl diameter) of the prey shell increases constantly
withslightfluctuationsthroughouttheshellontogeny,apartfromafewshortbutdramatic
changes at the constriction (Figs. 6A, 6B and 11; File S2, Page 31: Fig. S20). In addition,
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No. AtoposslugID
(TableS1,FileS1)
Observation
startingtime
Estimatedstartingand
endingtimeofthe
predationbyslug
Duration
(Hour:Minutes)
Snailsurvivorshipofeachshell
formcategory*
Adult Sub-adult Juvenile
1 No. 7 22:04, 18/01/2013 14:00–18:30, 19/01/2013 4:30 S P** P
3 No. 8 11:50, 20/01/2013 22:00, 20/01–06:00, 21/01 8:00 S p S
5 No. 8 06:30, 21/01/2013 13:00, 21/01–22:20:00, 21/01 9:20 S p p
7 No. 8 22:22, 21/01/2013 22:22, 21/01/2013–06:45,
22/01/2013
9:07 S p p
8 No. 8 06:45, 22/01/2013 21:50, 22/01/2013–05:30,
23/01/2013
9:20 S p p
9 No. 8 05:30, 23/01/2013 15:00–18:00, 23/01/2013 3:00 S p Missing***
10 No. 8 18:15, 23/01/2013 18:15, 23/01/2013–10:55,
24/01/2013
16:40 S p p
11 No. 8 11:00, 24/01/2013 18:15, 24/01/2013–09:00,
25/01/2013
14:45 S p S
12 No. 8 09:00, 25/01/2013 23:00, 25/01/2013–06:00,
25/01/2013
7:00 S p p
Notes.
* “S”, snail survived after experiment; “P”, snail was preyed by Atopos slug in the experiment.
** Half of the animal was consumed.
*** Specimen was lost during the handling and thus the status of survival of this individual was unknown.
Figure 10 Four examples of shell s after predation by apertural entry. Each of them has an intact
operculum that is attached to the posterior side of the shell aperture (arrows).
the predatory distance of the prey shell increases exponentially as the shell grows (Figs.
6A and 6B, File S2, Page 31: Fig. S21). In addition to these two morphometric changes
throughout shell ontogeny, there is a dramatic change in torsion between the spire whorls
andthetubawhorl(Fig.11,FileS2,Page32:Fig.S22).
When the hypothetical slug proboscis morphometrics are plotted together with prey
shell morphometrics, it becomes clear that a snail that has grown to at least five whorls
would be safe from shell-apertural entry attacks by the smallest Atopos slug (green
box in Fig. 6A). Although the slug’s proboscis could fit into the whorls (proboscis
diameter < radius of curvature of prey shell, Fig. 6A), it is too short to reach the soft
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 19/29Figure 11 Shell whorl morphometric changes in torsion along the shell ontogeny. The tuba part
undergoes dramatic changes in torsion during the shell growth.
body of an animal that has at least 5 spire whorls (slug proboscis length < predatory path
distanceofpreyshell,Fig.6A).
However, a larger slug could attack and consume larger prey by shell-apertural entry.
A larger slug could attack prey with more than 5 spire whorls and also prey with a partial
tubabecauseoftheincreaseinitsproboscislengthanddiameter(Fig.6B).Eventually,only
fully-grown prey with a complete tuba would remain safe from shell-apertural attack of a
fully-grownAtoposslug(greenboxinFig.6B).
DISCUSSION
Predatory behaviour of Atopos slugs toward Plectostoma micro-
landsnails
Atopos proved to be one of the main predators for Plectostoma in the two limestone hills
in our small study area. Possibly, this is the case in general, because many shells of other
Plectostoma species throughout the distribution area of the genus have the characteristic
drill holes as our studied shells (Borneo, Kinabatangan region: (Schilthuizen et al., 2006),
and Peninsular Malaysia: Liew T-S, unpublished data, 2013; File S2, Page 33–34: Fig. S23).
Wearenotsurewhethertheslugsinourcasearegeneralistpredatorsthatalsofeedonother
snail species, as is the case with other Rathouisiidae slugs (Heude, 1882–1890; Kurozumi,
1985; Wu et al., 2006; Tan & Chan, 2009), because we have only recorded Plectostoma
speciesaspreyforAtoposinthefieldsofar.
Predators need effective strategies to find, pursue, catch, and consume their prey
(e.g., Vermeij, 1993; Alcock, 1998). Unfortunately, we were unable to study the behaviour
leadinguptopreyattack,becausewecouldobtainonlyafewliveslugs,whicharealsovery
sensitivetoexperimentalmanipulation.Atourtwostudysites,Plectostomasnailshavehigh
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2013; and Western slope of Batu Tomanggong Besar, 129 individuals per m2, Schilthuizen
etal.,2003).TheabundanceofPlectostomasnailsinthevicinityoftheplaceswhereAtopos
slugs were found indicates that the slugs can easily find prey. In addition, we also suspect
thattheslugcaneffectivelypursuetheirprey,becauseweobservedthatAtoposcrawlsfaster
thanPlectostoma.
During the third stage of predation (prey capture), the prey would withdraw into the
shellandadhereitsshellaperturetothesubstrate(e.g.,rocksurface).Theslugwouldattack
byshell-aperturalentrybyremovingthesnailfromitsinitialadherentposition(Tests2a&
2b), though we do not know exactly how the slug carries this out. Then, the slug holds the
prey tightly in a distinctive posture (Fig. 1C, File S1, Page 1: Table S1). The same posture
has also been observed in other Rathousiidae slugs (Heude, 1882–1890; Kurozumi, 1985;
Wu et al., 2006; Tan & Chan, 2009). It adheres to the substrate with about two-thirds of
theposteriorpartofthefoot,andholdsthepreyshellwiththeremainingone-third,which
straddles over and lays on the prey shell and pushes the shell against the substrate. On one
end, the slug’s head lies on the shell aperture or another part of the shell. The other end of
the anterior part of the foot, which is slightly lifted from the substrate, has become thicker
andmightactasapivotpoint.Thus,itseemstousunlikelythatthesnailcouldescapefrom
thestronggripofAtoposafterhavingbeencaptured.
After the snail has been captured, the slug would attempt to reach the soft body by
inserting its proboscis into the prey shell via the shell aperture (e.g., Heude, 1882–1890;
Kurozumi, 1985; Wu et al., 2006; Tan & Chan, 2009). The slug is more likely to succeed
by shell-apertural entry when the prey is not yet fully-grown (Test 2c). All other things
being equal, when using the shell-apertural entry strategy, the slug would prefer to attack
immature prey over prey with a fully-grown shell (Test 2a). If the slug can reach the
deeply-withdrawnbodyofthesnail(lyingimmediatelybehindtheoperculum)itwouldbe
abletoconsumeitentirely(Test2a).Theslugmaytakemorethanthreehourstoattackand
consumeajuvenilesnailbyshell-aperturalentry(Test2a).
Attheendofconsumption,thereishardlyanysnailtissueleftinthepreyshell(Fig.10).
However, the operculum that had withdrawn together with the soft body into the shell
remainsintactandhasbeenmovedtotheoutsideoftheshell(Test2a).Wedidnotobserve
how the slug extracts the soft body from the shell, but we suppose the slug may secrete
digestive fluid to dissolve the snail’s tissues and then ingesting this with its proboscis, like
other Rathouisiidae (Heude, 1882–1890; Kurozumi, 1985; Wu et al., 2006; Tan & Chan,
2009). Interestingly, though, these digestive fluids then do not damage the operculum
(made from corneous protein) (Fig. 10; Test 2a). The operculum is free from physical
damageaswell.
The shell-apertural entry strategy would, however, fail if the slug’s proboscis cannot
reachthewithdrawnsoft bodyofsnail(Test2c;see alsoKurozumi,1985).In this situation,
the slug uses shell-drilling to make a new opening directly on the part of the shell whorls
where the snail is hiding (e.g., Kurozumi, 1985). We do not know how much time it takes
for the slug to drill a hole on the prey shell. The holes made by the same slug individual
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(Kurozumi, 1985; Wu et al., 2006). The exact drilling mechanism of the slug remains
unknown, but it could be either mechanical or chemo-mechanical because of the narrow
scrapedrimontheholemargin(Figs.1Eand1F).
The slug is able to drill holes either directly on the shell whorl surface or through the
ribs (Test 1a). Nevertheless, the slug prefers to drill its hole directly on the shell surface,
especially in less densely-ribbed shells, and this tendency may not simply be due to a
reduced chance of hitting a rib in a shell with larger rib spacing (Test 1a, Fig. 7). Indeed,
the tendency of the slug to avoid drilling holes through ribs on a less densely ribbed
shell suggests that this is because ribs on a less densely ribbed shell are more “intense”
(i.e.,heavier;Test1b,Fig.8).Thisagreeswithobservationsinotherdrillingsnailpredators,
which also choose the thinnest part of the prey shell for attack (Allmon, Nieh & Norris,
1990;Kelley&Hansen,2003).
In summary, Atopos slugs might not encounter resistance from Plectostoma snails
during the first stages of predation. In the final stage, the slug would first attempt
its shell-apertural entry strategy to insert its proboscis, and then use the alternative
shell-drilling strategy if the first strategy failed. Thus, we conclude that it is likely that
Atopos slug predation of Plectostoma snails is highly successful, even though the slug
needs to spend more resources (e.g., time and energy) to neutralise the anti-predation
shell traits of the prey. We note that Atopos predatory behaviour toward Plectostoma
micro-landsnails agrees with predatory behaviours of Rathouisiidae slugs toward other
snails (Heude, 1882–1890; Kurozumi, 1985; Wu et al., 2006; Tan & Chan, 2009). Hence,
predatorybehaviourappearstobeconservedwithintheRathouisiidae.
The effectiveness of anti-predation traits of Plectostoma against
shell-apertural entry by Atopos
A first line of defence of the Plectostoma snail against the Atopos slug predation is the
snail’s resting behaviour. When the snail is resting or disturbed, it withdraws its soft body
into the shell and adheres its shell aperture firmly to the substrate. We found that the
attachment of the Plectostoma shell aperture to the substrate may not be strong enough to
resist manipulation by Atopos. The slug could remove the snail from the resting position
and then approach the shell aperture. Hence, the resting behaviour of the snail is not an
effectiveanti-predationtraitagainstshell-aperturalentry.
The tuba of a fully-grown shell, however, can act as a second line of defence, as
it counteracts shell-apertural entry by creating a longer predatory path than the slug
probosciscantraverse.However,ourmorphometricsimulation(Figs.6Aand6B)suggests
that survival chances of juvenile snails with incomplete tuba or no tuba at all are slim
under shell-apertural attack. Indeed, we have not found any drill holes on the spire of
juvenile shells (Test 2a). Our estimation of the Atopos proboscis dimensions (i.e., length
0.8 mm–1.7 mm) agrees with those in other, similar-sized rathouissiids (Kurozumi, 1985:
20mmlongslugwithanapproximately2-mm-longproboscis).Wewouldliketopointout
thatouranalysis isreadilyre-evaluatedwhenmoredata ontheanatomyofAtoposbecome
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Figs.6Aand6B(FileS4).
It is worth noting that Lampyridae beetle larvae also use shell-apertural entry to attack
Plectostoma snails. Hence, the anti-predation properties of the snail tuba against Atopos
attack might similarly defend against the lampyrid larvae. In addition to the increased
predatorypathasanti-predationproperty,itispossiblethatthetwistedvacanttubawhorls
alsohelpobstructtheinsertionofthefeedingapparatusoftheslugandbeetlelarvaifthese
are not flexible enough to pass through the twists of the tuba. In short, this second line of
defence posed by the snail tuba could force predators to use an alternative, more costly,
predatorystrategy.
Open-coiled and drastic torsion of the last shell whorl like the tuba in Plectostoma
snails has evolved several times independently in recent and extinct land and marine
snails (Vermeij, 1977; Gittenberger, 1996; Savazzi, 1996). Such shells have a longer and less
direct predatory path as compared to tightly and regularly logarithmically-coiled shells.
We showed that this could be an anti-predation adaptation to shell-apertural entry by the
predator(see alsoWada& Chiba,2013),which isopposedto theproposed associationbe-
tweenopen-coiledshellandlowpredationpressure(e.g.,Vermeij,1977;Seussetal.,2012).
The effectiveness of Plectostoma anti-predation traits against
Atopos shell-drilling predatory behaviour
Upon failure of its first attempt at predation by shell-apertural entry, an Atopos slug will
use the alternative shell-drilling strategy to consume the snail. The slug probably needs to
expend more costs, in terms of time and energy, to drill a hole in the prey shell compared
to the direct entry and consumption via the shell aperture. As suggested by our data (Test
2c), shell-drilling might be the only way in which Atopos can complete the consumption
of a Plectostoma snail with a fully-grown shell. We did not find any signs of failed attempts
of shell drilling (such as a scraped mark without a hole, or a repaired hole). Nevertheless,
some of the Plectostoma anti-predation traits, namely, the tuba, the thickness of the shell
wall, and the radial ribs could play a role in further increasing the predation cost to the
shell-drillingpredator.
In addition to the antipredation function towards preventing shell-apertural entry,
the snail’s tuba also acts as a diversionary defence against shell-drilling. When a snail has
withdrawnitssoftbodyintothespire,itstubawouldbeleftvacant.Wefoundevidencethat
theslugcanbedeceived,asitwere,todrilla(useless)holeinthetuba(thishappensrarely,
though:3%ofthepreyedshellsinTest1a,8%—APOfrequencyinTable1ofSchilthuizenet
al., 2006). Moreover, the slug would then drill a second hole in the spire (Test 1a) after the
first drilling attempt at the tuba. Finally, the low error rates in drilling suggests that Atopos
individuals that frequently feed on Plectostoma have learned (e.g., Kelley & Hansen, 2003),
ortheirpopulationshaveevolved,todistinguishthedummytubaandthe“edible”spireof
thepreyshell.
The penultimate line of defence against shell drilling, where shell traits are con-
cerned, is the shell thickness. We found that shell thickness is correlated with shell size
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thickness, we suggest that a thicker shell may not fully protect the snail from shell-drilling
by the slug, because we find drill holes on the shells regardless of their shell thickness.
Nevertheless, Atopos slugs probably need to spend more energy and time to drill a hole
throughathickerpreyshell.
The Plectostoma snail’s last line of defence is the rib intensity (i.e., amount of shell
materialintheribs)andribdensityontheshellwhorls.Wefoundthatlargershellshaslow
ribdensity(fewerribs)thansmallershells,buttheribsofthelargershellsaremoreintense
(longer and thicker) than the ribs of smaller shells. Despite the variability in rib density,
all of these snails are susceptible to drilling by the slug (Test 1a, Fig. 7). Yet, Atopos avoids
drillingthroughthemoreintenseribsonthelessribbedshells(Fig.7).
Nonetheless,wefoundatrade-offbetweenribintensityandribdensity(seenextsection
for more discussion about this). Thus, a snail with a shell of higher rib density does not
necessarily have an anti-predation advantage over a snail with a shell of lower rib density.
Althoughwedonotknowiftheslugwouldpreferpreythateitherhavehigherorlowerrib
density, the ribs on the prey shell do impose a greater cost for the slug because it needs to
drillthroughtheseribsbeforethedrillholebreachestheshellwall.AssuggestedbyAllmon,
Nieh & Norris (1990), the sculpture of the shell is not a very effective adaptation to resist
predation by drilling. Others have suggested that tall and strong ribs could make the shell
effectively larger and therefore hinder the manipulation by a predator (Vermeij, 1977).
ThesehypothesesstillneedtobetestedintheAtopos-Plectostomainteraction.
To sum up, Plectostoma anti-predation traits might mainly act to delay the predator,
which increases the time and energy requirement for Atopos to complete predation. The
resistance exhibited by the snail in response to shell-drilling by the slug cannot ensure the
survival of the preyed snail. Our results are in accordance with the general view that snail
shellsusuallycannotresistdrillingbytheirpredators(Vermeij,1982).
Why can’t shell traits evolve to defend against both predatory
strategies?
Atopos has two effective predatory strategies to neutralise the defences of Plectostoma
during the last stage of predation. For both, it uses its digestive system (namely, its
proboscisanddigestivefluidintheshell-aperturalentrystrategy,anditsproboscis,radula
and digestive fluid in shell-drilling strategy). Thus, maintaining two predatory strategies
thatcomplementeachotherbringsnoadditionalcosttotheslugdevelopment.Bycontrast,
Plectostoma has to invest in two different sets of shell traits to deal with each of these
predatory strategies. Yet, both sets of the shell traits have orthogonal growth directions,
whichindicateapossibletrade-offbetweentheshelltraits.
In a hypothetical situation where predators are present that attack only by shell-
apertural entry, snails can avoid predation by faster completion of a shell with a tuba,
whichmeansthesnailwouldhavetoinvestmoreresources(timeandshellmaterial)inthe
longitudinal growth of the shell. In the alternative situation where predators are present
that attack only by shell-drilling, snails can avoid, or delay, predation by growing more
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 24/29thick flaring ribs, which means it would have to invest more resources in the transverse
growth and more frequent shifts from a longitudinal whorl growing mode to a transverse
rib growing mode. Due to the orthogonal growth modes of these two shell traits, a snail
cannot attain adult shell form faster when it needs to grow more ribs, and vice versa. This
developmental trade-off causes the functional trade-off in the anti-predation traits of the
shell. Therefore, none of the shell traits of Plectostoma are at an optimal level to defend
againstbothshell-aperturalentryandshell-drillingstrategiesoftheAtoposslug.
Besides the trade-off between the two sets of shells traits, we also found a trade-off
withinoneoftheseshelltraits.Fromatheoreticalpointofview,thesnail’sshellcouldhave
evolved to have very dense, protruded and thick ribs to hinder Atopos’s drilling strategy.
However, we found a trade-off such that ribs of more densely ribbed shells are less intense
than ribs of the less densely ribbed shells. The underlying factors that cause this trade-off
werenotdetermined,butitdoesappeartoreflectadevelopmentalconstraint.
To date, the majority of the studies of adaptive evolution of antipredation shell traits
have focused on the evolution of a single shell trait of the prey in response to a single
predatory behaviour of one or more predators. However, in nature, a prey might possess
several antipredation traits in response to several different predatory behaviours of a
predator (e.g., Sih, Englund & Wooster, 1998; DeWitt & Langerhans, 2003; Relyea, 2003).
Usually, a snail will counteract a particular predatory strategy with a single evolved
anti-predation shell trait (Vermeij, 1993), but snails sometimes use a combination of
more than one trait to defend against a predatory strategy (DeWitt, Sih & Hucko, 1999;
Wada & Chiba, 2013). A few studies have shown that there may be a functional trade-off
between such multiple anti-predation traits. For example, Hoso (2012) demonstrated
that two snail anti-predation traits evolved by changes in two different developmental
mechanisms(shellcoilingdirectionandfootstructure)inresponsetotwopredationstages
(capture and consumption) of the same predator. Here, we show another novel context
of an anti-predation functional trade-off between two sets of anti-predation shell traits
that are part of the same developmental mechanism (shell ontogeny), but in response to
twodifferentpredatorybehaviourswithinthesamepredationstage(consumption)bythe
samepredator.
We found several correlations and trade-offs between and within the sets of anti-
predationshelltraitswitheachsethavingaspecificfunctionagainstaparticularpredatory
strategy. However, more study is needed to clarify the exact causal relationships and to
determine the underlying developmental biology of these shell anti-predatory traits.
This could have important implications for our understanding of the evolutionary
adaptability of shells under predation selection pressure in Plectostoma snail in particular
andGastropodaingeneral.
CONCLUSION
Our study has unravelled several aspects of the predator–prey interactions between the
Atopos slug and Plectostoma snails in the limestone habitats of Borneo. Despite having
severaldistinctanti-predationtraits,suchasprotrudingradialribsanddistortedcoilingof
Liew and Schilthuizen (2014), PeerJ, DOI 10.7717/peerj.329 25/29the shell, Plectostoma snails have low resistance against predation by the slug with its two
predatory strategies (shell-apertural entry and shell-drilling). Lastly, the effectiveness of
the snail’s anti-predation traits is probably limited by trade-offs imposed by ontogenetic
constraints.
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